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BRIEFLY Murder suspect
sought by police

Weather
High 50°
Low 35°

»,., ...

Campus

sault a University student last summer.
Ash said the man called the student
after taking her job application from
Bowling Green City Police began ac- the counter of a local restaurant. He
tively searching Monday night for the persuaded her to interview in his car
man they believe to be responsible for where he allegedly made sexual adthe murder of an 18-year-old Bowling vances. She managed to escape and noGreen woman.
tify police.
The suspect is described as a white
Leslie Renee Keckler, of High Street,
male in his mid-30s with graying hair was a student at Owens Technical Colon the sides. He is about 6 feet 1 inch lege and was first reported missing last
tall and weighs about 270 pounds. His Wednesday by her boyfriend.
glasses are golden and teardropThis weekend the body was found by
shaped with wire rims and thick lenses. two young boys in a ditch along PargilHe was last seen wearing a suit and tie lis Road between King and Ovitt roads,
and driving a green two-door car with a about seven miles northwest of Bowlvelour interior.
ing Green in Middleton Township.
Chief of Police Galen Ash said he beKeckler is believed to have been
lieves the suspect is the same man who murdered last Tuesday night.
reportedly attempted to sexually asC! See Murder, page 4.
by Greg Plagens

Coalition organizes: The
Bowline Green State University
Peace Coalition, in cooperation with
Housing Now, will be sponsoring a
speech this evening. Donna Warren
will speak on homelessness at 7:30
p.m. in 121 West Hall. Following the
speech, students will meet to spend
the night outside Congressman
Gillmor's office to encourage the
passage of legislation for solving the
problems of the homeless. All are
invited to participate.
Interested students with questions
should call Beth Rak, secretary of the
Peace Coalition at 353-4353.

Gallery sponsors: The

BGSU School of Art Gallery, the Art
Education Department, Kenwood
Elementary School and the
Artist-In-Education Program of the
Ohio Arts Council will be sponsoring
an exhibition of wood sculpture by
Robert Gartzka, of the Ohio Arts
Council Artist-In-Education program
from Oct. 2 to Oct. 20. Gartzka will
[iresent a public slide show and
ecture at 3 p.m. in 204 Fine Arts Oct.
8. The exhibition will open at 4 p.m.
Gallery hours are Monday through
Friday, 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. and 2-5 p.m.
on Sundays.

State
Registration begins: The
voter registration for the upcoming
general election closes on Oct. 10,
Secretary of State Sherrod Brown
said. County boards will be open until
9 p.m. on Oct. 10.
" If you've changed your name or if
you've moved since the last election,
you have to update your
registration, Brown said.

Animals must go: Debi

Foster, 37, of London, Ohio has been
ordered by Judge Robert Nichols of
the Madison County Common Pleas
Court to get rid of all but five of her 19
dogs and 20 cats. Foster has to decide
which ones stay by Oct. 26. Last year,
five neighbors sued Foster because
they said they thought the animals
were a nuisance. A permanent
injuction issued last week gives her 30
days to comply. Foster said she has
been taking in strays since she was a
child.
"How can I choose five? Those
animals didn't ask to be born, but they
have every right to live," she said.
Museum to move: The
Massillon (Ohio) Museum will be
moving from the home of the city's
founder because of a desire to expand.
The museum shares the historic
building where founder James
Duncan lived in the 1800s with the
Massillon Public Library. The library
wants to expand and because the
library owns the building, the
Museum is being asked to move.
The Massillon Museum is presently
looking at several sites.
Rink evacuated: Carbon
monoxide fumes leaking from an
ice-making machine forced skaters at
the Northland Ice Center in Evendale,
Ohio to evacuate Sunday. Six skaters
were treated and released at the
Bethesda North Hospital.
Dress coded: The Rev. Roger
Griese of the Sacred Heart Church in
Dayton, Ohio wants to know why a
local diner can refuse to serve patrons
and he cannot. Griese, who gained
media attention in July because he
refused Communion to a man wearing
shorts, said dress is important, even
at church.
"Most people wouldn't think of
dressing casually for a job interview
or a dinner at the White House or even
a wedding," he said.

Nation
St. Francis blesses: At the
Fifth Annual Feast of St. Francis of
Assisi at the Cathedral Church of St.
John the Divine in New York, 6,000
Ceople congregated to have their pets
lessed and to celebrate "the beauty
of God's sacred creation." Although
mostly dogs were being blessed, birds
and elephants were in attendance.
Compiled from local and AP
wire reports

I

city editor

Police are searching for a white male
in his midSOs, about 6 feet 1 inch in
height and weighing about 270 pounds
in connection with the Keckler murder.
He was last seen wearing a sport coat
and tie and gold-rimmed glasses with i~*
thick lenses, tie was reportedly driving
a green two-door car with velour seats.
Right:The body was found in a ditch
about seven miles northwest of Bowling Green, as indicated on the map.

Abortion
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Court's term
by James H. Rubin
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON - The Supreme
Court begins its new term much where
it left off last summer — with the issue
of abortion heading the list of closely
watched cases.
After a three-month recess, the justices returned to the bench Monday to
begin deliberations in a variety of controversial legal and political disputes.
None is likely to be more divisive, or a
better bellwether of the court's conservative course, than abortion.
The court will hear arguments in
three abortion cases, probably in
December or January, that will determine whether it will expand the new
regulatory power it gave states last
July.
Harvard University law professor
Laurence Tribe said the July ruling
"began, in a very major way, the dismantling of Roe versus Wade," the
court's 1973 ruling that established a
right to abortion.
The court may never say Roe versus Wade is overruled, but is likely to
say, 'Roe versus Wade ... never heard
of it,"'Tribe said.
Officials from Minnesota and Ohio
are urging the justices to allow laws
requiring young, unmarried girls to get
Earental consent before having aborions. In the third case, Illinois is seeking stricter control over clinics that
perform the great majority of abortions.
State officials are not asking the
court to overturn Roe vs. Wade, which
legalized abortions nationwide.
The Bush administration, which urged the court last term to reverse the
1973 ruling, is taking a lower profile
this time.
The Justice Department will not participate in oral arguments in any of the
three cases, although it is expected to
submit a legal brief supporting Minnesota's parental consent law.
The abortion debate in America was
recast dramatically by the court's July
3 ruling in a Missouri case cutting back
abortion rights and letting states make
D See Abortion, page 3
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by Terrence Petty
Associated Press writer

BG News/Pat Mingarelli

Pulling for PUSH
As part a fundraiser sponsored by Pi Kappa Phi fraternity for People Understanding the Severely Handicapped, junior Cristi Reder adds to the collection pot being
pushed on a wheelchair by Pi Kappa Phi member Scott Johnson. Pi Kappa Phi
members will take turns pushing the chair around the Union Oval for 100 continuous hours to raise money to aid the severely handicapped.

BONN, West Germany — Bonn Monday urged East Berlin again to loosen
its tight grip on its citizens and allow a
second wave of East German refugees
in Poland and Czechoslovakia to emigrate to the West.
East Germany, meanwhile, had
harsh words for the nearly 7,000 refuSees who emigrated to West Germany
uring the weekend.
"With their behavior, they have
trampled on moral values and excluded themselves from our society. No
one should cry any tears for them,"
said a government statement issued
late Sunday by the state ADN news
agency.
In mid-September, East Germany's
Communist leaders registered fierce
Erotests when Hungary's liberal
:aders opened their border to the West
and thousands of East Germans fled.
But during the weekend East Berlin
reluctantly agreed to allow another
exodus after tie West German Embassy compound in the Czechoslovakian
capital had become a crowded, muddy
encampment for hundreds of East
German refugees.
No sooner were East Germans told
they could leave, however, than 700
new arrivals were reported at Bonn's
embassies in Prague and Warsaw.
The exodus through Hungary continued overnight. Border authorities in
Bavaria reported 1,051 new arrivals by
early Monday. In all, about 2,000 refugees fled through Hungary during the
weekend, officials said.
West Germany's daily Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung reported Monday
that East Berlin's decision to release
the refugees from Prague and Warsaw
came after the intervention of Soviet
Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze.
"Shevardnadze persuaded East
Germany to change its mind," the
newspaper said. Shevardnadze met
with East German officials last week
while he was in New York for the U.N.
t _ See Germany, page 3

Lt. Gov. opts to withdraw Student dies
in car wreck

by Robert E. Miller

Associated Press writer

COLUMBUS — Lt. Gov. Paul Leonard said Monday he aspired to the governor's office and believed
he could raise money to seek it before finally deciding the price was too high in human terms.
His decision to sit out the 1990 elections doesn't
mean he is through with politics, he said.
"This is not to say it's over. It might be over if I
were 30 years older, but I'm 46," the former Dayton
mayor said.
Leonard repeated earlier comments that he wants
to spend more time with his newly acquired family
and seek a greater measure of financial security as a
private attorney or in some other business.

Leonard said despite reports that he may run for
attorney general, "the governor's office was the only
race I wanted to make ... that's where you can get
things done."
He said he raised $60,000 at three fund-raisers before deciding the rigors of a gubernatorial campaign
were too great for him and his family. He was married in August to the former Kathy Frounfelker. He
has two stepsons, ages 14 and 12.

"I watched Dick Celeste start the day with a
breakfast and end up with some kind of political
event at night. That's just too much of a price to
pay," he said.
If he had decided to run for governor, Leonard
said, "I think I would have got my fair share of the
money." He said most of the money to be spent in the
governor's race is still up for grabs because, so far,
no Democrat has been announced as a candidate.

His term expires in January 1991, along with that
of Democratic Gov. Richard Celeste, who is barred
The lieutenant governor otherwise indicated some
by law from seeking a third straight term. Ohio's disenchantment with politics, although insisting it is
governor and lieutenant governor are elected jointly an honorable profession that young people should
on the same ticket.
consider. "It has changed a lot," he said.
Celeste's first lieutenant governor, Myrl Shoemaker, died in office. Leonard, chosen for Celeste's
second-term ticket in 1986, has helped Celeste in
economic development, local government and other
matters.
But like most of his predecessors in an office that
has been a political dead end, Leonard rarely shares
the public spotlight.

Leonard said campaigns have become almost totally money-oriented and are more bitter and personal.
"Money turns me off. Issues get shoved into the
background," he said.
Celeste praised Leonard as a talented leader who
has made many friends across the state. He said,
"All of us in public life with families of our own understand the decision Paul has reached."

by Wynne Everett
staff writer

Jennifer Morelan, freshman graphic design major
from Waterville, died in a head-on car collision in
Whitehouse, Ohio Friday night.
Morelan's car was struck while heading north on
Weckerly Road when a southbound i
car driven by Jeffery Burger of I
Whitehouse went left of center at a f
high rate of speed.
Neither driver was wearing a I
seatbelt and both were pronounced
dead at the scene. Police have not
yet determined whether alcohol I
was involved.
Morelan, 18, is survived by her I
Erents, Robert and Phyllis More- <
i of Waterville, and sister Bobbie Morelan
Morelan, a University junior.
Also surviving are grandparents Mearl Morelan
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Whitney.
"She really loved her art," Mr. Morelan said "She
enjoyed college and meeting people, and she reallv
loved to draw.
*
Visitation was Monday, and services will be held
today at 11 a.m. at Deck-Hanneman Funeral Homp
Burial will be at Wood County Memory Gardens Inn
The Morelan family requests donations be eivpn L
the University art department.
«= given to
<
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Hugo victims
in need of aid
It was tragic enough when residents of Charleston, S.C. were almost all washed and blown
away by Hurricane Hugo.
But now, they are drowning in red tape.
Aid for victims from the federal government,
courtesy of the Federal Emergency Management
Agency, has not just been slow in coming — it has
been absent.
Instead of bringing in people and resources, as
they should be, the FEMA has distributed forms for
victims to fill out and return in two weeks.
Are they recommending these people use the
paperwork to patch their roofs or eat for dinner in
the meantime?
Damage has been estimated at $3 billion or more,
and now is the time when this agency should be
providing support and care for these victims.
Instead, the FEMA is only reinforcing the stereotype of the government as a heartless, bureaucratic
institution.
President George Bush, who oversees the FEMA,
has said he is quite satisfied with the speed of the
agency's action.
Charleston Mayor Joseph Riley Jr. is accusing
the agency of being slow to respond.
However, neither of these men who have the
power to do something have taken any control. At
such a time of tragedy, their behavior — and that of
the FEMA — is inexcusable.
And while political characters continue to point
fingers and argue about who is at fault, and while
bureaucrats continue to pass out paperwork, Hugo's victims are still waiting...
...and waiting
...and waiting.

Saving lakes
key to future
Lake Erie has made a remarkable recovery in
the last 20 years, from a polluted "dead sea"
in the late 1960s to a regional meca for development
and recreation. Now comes the hard part.
As reported by Beacon Journal writer Phillip
Canuto, toxic waste still plagues the lake. Its removal will be more costly than previous cleanup
efforts, and the sources of pollution will be harder
to target.
The easy part, once the envilomental movement
swung the political process into the effort, was in
closing off readily identifiable polluters —industries, cities and other sources that dumped
major waste loads into streams that flow into the
lake. But now, said an official with the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, "you're looking at
hundreds, if not thousands of sources."
Again, the effort will be costly in money, resources, perhaps even in the way we live. But the
Midwest depends on the Great Lakes as ctool for
recovery. And President Bush wants to be the "enviromental president." This is a chance to see how
serious the talk really is.
The above editorial was reprinted courtesy of the
Akron Beacon Journal
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A Market Square Hero Dennis Robaugh

Blaze of glory is sometimes best
About two months ago I made light brown stains down the
a two-hour drive under gray front. His jeans were torn, not
skies to pick up a friend from his stylishly as is the fashion. Hollast day on the job. It was the low eyes stared out at me from
kind of day that made you think deep, black sockets. My eyes
God was really hacked off at met his and I quickly looked
away. I walked into Jim's room
Man.
The wind blew the grass and picked up a few boxes.
I carried them into the hall.
alongside the road until it was
bent at a right angle. I couldn't The laundry room man still
get anything on the radio, so I stared. I locked the door.
Jim was still outside trying to
turned it off — alone with my
thoughts, mine the only car explain it all to his girlfriend.
drifting along the road with a She didn't understand. How
could she? She hadn't known
few semis.
A few hours earlier I had him very long. She asked him
received a phone call from my when she could see him again
friend Jim. He couldn't talk once he got settled somewhere.
She didn't realize she
long, long distance, you see, and
he liad no money. He needed wouldn't.
He had been warned many
someone to pick him up. He had
times that his disregard for the
lost his job.
He didn't say much. I had told time clock and generally poor
him he was headed for this, but I attitude would cost him his job.
guess it didn't get through to His drinking hadn't helped any,
either.
You try to help, but I guess it
When I arrived I found him
wrapped in the arms of his just doesn't do any good when
woman. The rain had stopped. your efforts do nothing but get
you thrown into jail. Not much
By now the sky had darkened.
I walked through the drab, you can do behind bars.
I placed the last box into the
dingy halls of his building. The
floors were littered with candy back of my truck. I hadn't talked
wrappers, paper bags and other to Jim yet. He put his arms
trash. At the end of the hall I saw around her one more time while
a faint glow. It came from the I slid behind the wheel.
Some people just can't put it
laundry room. Standing outside
the laundry room was a short together. They have drive and
ambition. They take chances
man with matted hair.
He wore a white t-shirt with and make mistakes. They reach

Fatman

for that ever-elusive, almost
mythical gold ring and all they
get is a kick in the teeth and a
face full of crap.
Jim left home when he was 17
and moved into a small apartment with a woman he worked
with. Love is nasty when it turns
sour and you find yourself out on
the streets two years later with
no money and no place to stay.
Still, he struggled and put
himself through school for two
years with better than decent
marks. Damn good grades.
The U.S. Senate was his destination. Still is. He honestly
wants to do something to help
the ingrates and leeches in this
country. And despite it all, he
may claw his way up there.
Maybe.

ched, empty. I didn't know what
to say as he told me the same
stories of helplessness.

He dismisses God with a wave
of his hand and a derisive snort.
A long pull of whiskey and he
blurts out his homage to Henry
Miller, "And if there were one, I
would meet Him calmly and spit
in His face."

77ie BG News editorial
page is your campus
forum.

She walked away from the
truck and Jim crawled into the
cab. His eyes were glazed over.
He closed his eyes and tears
Sathered under his eyelids. We
rove away wordlessly.
After a few miles he began to
talk. His voice seemed deta-

We rolled into Cleveland at
four in the morning. I dropped
him off at a friends house. His
spirits seemed to pick up a little.
Space. His one great love.
Three years ago the space shuttle Challenger carrying a crew
of dreamers burst into flames in
a quest to reach the stars.
At least we know they felt no
pain.
Sometimes all you can pray

Respond
Letters to the editor
should be a maximum of
200-300 words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and signed.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
210 West Hall

by John Bolssy
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Speaker examines Blotter
European economy
rector of the Association of German Chambers of
Industry and Commerce in Bonn, West Germany,
is currently touring the Midwest, lecturing at universities in Illinois, Indiana and Ohio.
Both East and West Germany will be important
West Germany is important to the community's
to the unification of European economics in future initial success because it is a capitalist country, he
years, according to a West Gersaid. "The EEC plan involves capitalistic counman economist.
tries such as Holland, Luxembourg, and France,"
Johannes von Thadden, speakvon Thadden said.
ing to about 80 students and fac"Once established, this economic community
ulty Monday in Prout Chapel,
will spread to a second circle of Scandinavian
discussed the role of Germany
countries, a third circle of Communist-oriented
and its surrounding countries in
countries, and a final circle containing the United
the European Economic ComStates and the USSR," he said.
munity.
Germany — despite a troubled economy — is
'"Economic unification in
second only to the Soviet Union in European trade
1992' is more a slogan
than
a
real
power
ana surrounding nations are fearful Gerdate for change,'r von Thadden won Th»«,den
many will dominate trade, he said.
said. "We're looking more into early 2000."
He said Germany could be the crossroads beVon Thadden, chief of staff to the executive di- tween the East and the West.
by Matt Mlghell
reporter

Abortion
D Continued from page 1.
abortions harder to obtain.
The court, by a 5-4 vote, ruled
that states may require doctors
to administer tests for determining whether a fetus is capable of
surviving outside the womb.
It also ruled that states may
ban even privately paid abortions in public hospitals.
Holding the balance of power
in that case — and perhaps for
the future of abortion rights — is

Sandra Day O'Connor, the only
female justice in the court's history.
In a separate concurring opinion in July, she said the Missouri
regulations do not place an "undue burden" on a woman's right
to an abortion. O'Connor said
she was not prepared to decide
then whether the right established 16 years ago now should
be discarded.
Chief Justice William Rehnquist and Justices Anthony Kennedy and Byron White are ready

to overturn Roe vs. Wade. Justice Antonin Scalia voted to do
so.
Justices Harry Blackmun,
William Brennan, Thurgood
Marshall and John Paul Stevens
reaffirmed their support of the
1973 holding.
The July ruling has made
abortion a hotter issue for the
state legislatures, where rejuvenated women's rights activists and anti-abortion forces
are taking the battle.
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HA meal coupon book, valued
at $100, was stolen from Harshman Dining Hall Wednesday.
UFour wire hubcaps, valued
at $200, were stolen from a car
parked in Lot 12 Wednesday.
DA set of University keys,
valued at $250, was stolen from
Kreischer Quadrangle Thursday.
Din Chapman Hall Thursday,
$25 was stolen from a student's
purse.
DJeffrey Meek of Bowling
Green was arrested for driving
on the sidewalk of Stadium
Drive Thursday, police said.
DA man approached a Founders Quadrangle resident in Lot
11 Friday morning and asked
her to tell the night guards that
she knew him, so tie could stay
there. When she refused, he
shoved her against the hood of
her car. She fled to a friend's
house and reported the incident.
CJTwo meal coupon books,
valued at $127.50, and $12, were
stolen from a locked room in
Kohl Hall Friday.
[ ;A Darrow Hall resident reported telephone harassment
from a former boyfriend Friday.
DA hand-held cassette recorder, valued at $75, was stolen
from a classroom in South Hall
Friday.

Several food items, valued
at $11, were stolen from a vending machine in the Business
Administration Building Friday.
DJeffrey Haney Jr., Gerald
Spradlin and Michael Martinez,
all of Holland, Ohio were arrested for open container Friday
night, police said.

Psychic Healing

BG News/John Potter

Teri Pawliski performs an "aura cleansing" on Clyde resident William John Fox at Sunday's psychic fair at the Bowling Green Holiday Inn. The fair featured palmistry. Tarot card reading and psychic
divination, as well as offering for sale tapes, crystals, and books on
psychic and spiritual topics.

Germany
3 Continued from page 1.
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General Assembly session.
On Friday, Mikhail Gorbachev is expected in East Berlin
to help commemorate 40 years
of Communist rule in a country
that has already lost more than
100,000 people to the westward
exodus this year.
The Soviet Communist Party
daily Pravda Monday devoted
almost all of its fifth page to
promoting the East German anniversary and said not a word
about the refugee exodus.
In Bonn, Chancellor Helmut
Kohl's chief of staff, Rudolf
Seiters, issued a new appeal to
East Berlin to agree to the
release of refugees at embassies
in Prague and Warsaw.
"I think it is in the GDR's
(East Germany's) own interest
for this problem to be resolved
quickly with a follow-up agreement," Seiters said in a radio interview with Nbrddeutsche
Rundfunk.
About 7,000 East German
refugees, many weeping with
ioy, pulled into West German
train stations early Sunday after
East Berlin agreed to let them
emigrate.
Some said they jumped
aboard the freedom trains as
they passed through East Germany, which agreed to the exodus on condition the refugees
travel via their homeland. That
allowed East Berlin to say the
refugees were being "expelled."
East Germany said, however,
it acted for "humanitarian'1
reasons.

When you party
remember to...

How Does It Work?
It's Simple: Each item at Burger King
has a point value. Every time you visit for
lunch or dinner save your receipt and
when you have collected 400 points
you will receive a FREE BG Sweatshirt.
(Sweatshirt on display at Bowling Green
Burger King Restaurants)
Details and point values available at Bowling Green
Burger King* Restaurants
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Students answer survey Professor awarded prize
Opposition shown to proposed calendar change
Assembly voted Monday night in favor of a bill authorizing presentation of an amendment at Faculty Senate s meeting this afternoon. The amendment will attempt to strike Labor Day classes
from the proposal.

by Lynn Gagel
staff writer

University students oppose a current attempt by
Faculty Senate to change the academic calendar,
according to the results of an Undergraduate Student Government "phone power" survey conducted last week.
Of 306 students contacted, 274 — 81 percent —
were against attending classes on Labor Day in
order to have an alternate October holiday.
USG senators spent their two mandatory office
hours last week contacting University students
from a random list and asking them to register a
preference.
The total number of students contacted exceeded USG's goal by 106, USG President Kevin
Coughlin said.
Acting on the survey results, the USG General

"With the phone power, it almost says it right
there how the students feel," said Mary Zetwick,
the senator sponsoring the bill to authorize the
amendment. "Student government should represent the students and an amendment would let
them (Faculty Senate) know students don't want
it."
Senators approved the bill in a unanimous motion.
"The purpose of the bill was to let everyone
know the legislature of the student body is representing (the amendment) as well, not just the executive branch," Coughlin said.

Woodland Mall
Cinema ,

C Continued from page 1.

thru
Oct. 5

The autopsy, conducted by the
coroner's office Sunday morning, revealed Keckler had been
stabbed five times in the back
and strangled. Dr. Douglas
Hess, Wood County Coroner,
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Wallace DePue is living proof
that practice makes perfect.
For the fourth consecutive
year, this professor of music
composition has received the
1989 American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers
Award.
"The award is very prestigious," DePue said. "I've entered (the contest) 18 years and
never won anything and now I've won four in a row."
"(I reacted) ecstatically," he
said. "I never thought I'd win it
the third year, so to win four
years in a row is pretty remarkable to me."
The award is presented to
about 20 people from several

Saturday * Sunday
Matinees (before 5:30)

said Keckler had not been sexually molested, but further studies are being conducted.
Hess said the body was found
fully-clothed in the black and
white pinstriped dress she was
last seen in by her boyfriend
Tuesday night. The body was
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because students take notice
when a professor has works published or when a professor
receives an award, DePue
noted.
"It helps anybody in other
areas to have their works printed, and music is no different,"
he said. "In fact, it may be more
beneficial because University
choral groups perform my
works in the summer."
DePue also performs his compositions with the DePue Family
Musicians, a violin quintet composed of himself and his four
sons. The group performs about
50 times a year, singing and
playing DePue's works.
"It helps to perform my pieces
myself rather than leave it to
someone else," he said.
DePue said he plans to continue to enter the competition.

found face down, halfsubmersed in water and was reported to have been there
several days.
Police are unsure if Keckler
was murdered where the body
was found.
Keckler was last seen by her
boyfriend when she had told him
she was meeting a group of people at a local motelfor a job interview. However, Ash said officers have been unable to confirm if any companies were interviewing Tuesday night at a

local motel.
Ash said the department was
aided in the investigation by the
Wood County Sheriff's Office
and the Bureau of Criminal Investigation.
This murder was the first in
the city since the unsolved case
of Karen Hirschman on Jan. 6,
1987, he said.
Anyone with further information should call the Bowling
Green Police Department, the
Wood County Sheriff's Office or
Crime Stoppers at 352-0077.

1.45, 4 30. 7 20 9 40

9:10
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Matinees are Only
Showtime* Before 5:30 p.m|

***** USG *

thousand entries received each
year by the ASCAP.
He earned the award, which
included a $500 prize, on the
basis of his original compositions, "Decussate," and "The
Toy Canon."
"Decussate," a brass piece, is
actually three compositions in
one, DePue explained.
"There are two melodies in it
that can stand on their own, but
they combine to form a third
composition," he said.
"The Toy Canon" is a musical
canon, which is sung in overlapping parts, DePue said.
'■It is representative of all of
the major types of canons in one
melody," he said. "It is the only
work of its type in the music literary world that I know of."
Awards such as this help attract students to the University
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Zips pull plug on Falcons, 38-24
Comeback attempt falls short in first night game
by Andy Woodard
sports writer

Akron's Zips kept trying to turn the lights off at
Doyt Perry Field Saturday night, but Bowling
Green wouldn't let them.
The Falcons answered three second-half Akron
scores with three touchdowns of
their own. In the waning minutes
of the fourth quarter, BG trailed
31-24 and had the ball.
The game was in BG quarterback Rich Dackin's hands. One
errant Dackin pass, though, and
the Falcons' party was over.
Zips' safety John Motten intercepted a Dackin pass with two
minutes remaining, finally turn- Dackin
ing out BG's lights in Akron's
38-24 non-conference victory in the first night
game at Doyt Perry Field.
A crowd of 25,057 — the fourth largest in BG history — showed up but went away disappointed
after the Falcons 10th non-conference loss in 11
tries since Moe Ankney became head coach in
1986.
Until that interception, though, the Falcons were
thinking victory — not defeat.
"We believed we were going to win the game
with four minutes to go," Ankney said. "We forced
them to punt and had the ball. We were thinking
about a two-point conversion and winning the
game."
"The loss didn't come from lack of effort. We
flayed hard. It's frustrating to play that hard and
all short," said BG outside linebacker Pat Jackson, who made nine tackles.
The BG defense, which yielded 407 yards — the
third time in four games 400-plus yards were given
up — forced Akron to punt for only the second time
in the second half with a little less than four
minutes remaining.
The Falcon offense took over at their own 8-yard
line and Dackin threw 14 yards to tight end Kyle
Hockman for a first down.
On second down, Motten intercepted Dackin's
pass. Two plays later, Akron tailback Doug Lewis
capped off a 139-yard rushing night with his second
touchdown — a 21-yard scamper.
"I came off 'Dash' (wide receiver Reggie Thornton) and then came back to him. You just can't do
that. The defender made a good play," Dackin said
of his only interception.
The senior threw three second-half touchdowns
— two to wide out Ron Heard and one to Hockman.
Dackin was 28-of-53 for 318 yards overall. His big
day helped the Falcons overcome a woeful running
attack which netted only 38 yards — the lowest
output this season.

The rushing total was part of the reason the Falcons couldn't capitalize on four first-half Akron
turnovers.
"That was the ball game right there. We had our
chances in the first half and didn't take advantage
of them," Ankney said.
Safety Dave Bielinski, a redshirt freshman
starting in place of Mike Holmes (concussion),
intercepted two passes.
Defensive back Ken Bun-ess recovered a fumble
by Lewis at the BG 1-yard line late in the second
quarter and also blocked a field goal in the first
quarter, which was recovered by Jackson.
On the four series after the turnovers, BG rushed
for 15 yards combined, forcing Dackin into long
passing situations.
"We couldn't move the ball on the ground,"
Ankney said.
The game didn't begin like the Falcons would
fall short. They took the opening kickoff and marched to the Akron 9-yard line, setting up first-andgoal.
But the offense stalled and Jason Zeller kicked a
22-yard field goal.
Early in the second quarter, Cris Shale had a
Bunt blocked by the Zips' Scott Brown. The ball deeded out of bounds, giving the Zips first-and-goal
from the BG1.
Fullback Bob Singletary scored on the next play
and Akron led 7-3 with 9:16 left in second quarter.
The Zips made the score 14-3 on quarterback
Mike Johnson's one-yard pass to tight end Mike
Orbovich 10 seconds before half time.
Akron opened up a 21-3 lead early in the third
quarter, taking the kickoff and marching 79 yards
in 14 plays. Lewis capped the drive from a yard
out.
Dackin threw his first touchdown about four
minutes later, a 28-yard strike to Heard. After a
Bob Dombroski field goal gave Akron a 24-10 lead,
Dackin came back and threw a 64-yard scoring
pass to Heard.
But Akron wasn't done, going 68 yards in 12
plays with Johnson throwing three yards to wide
out Leonard Thomas for a touchdown.
"Our defense seemed to wear down in the second
half. I don't know if the size of their offensive line
had anything to do with that," Ankney said of Akron's 42-pound advantage against the BG defensive line.
With 4:41 left in the contest, Hockman caught a
3-yard touchdown pass from Dackin, cutting Akron's lead to 31-24.
BG's on-side kick failed and Akron had the ball
before punting to the Falcons, who had that one
last chance to tie or win until the interception.
"We knew they were going toplay hard and not
give up," Akron head coach Gerry Faust said.
"This team has really improved since the East
Carolina game."

*»

BG News/Pal Mingarelll
Akron's Derek Alston carries the ball in Saturday night's contest at Doyt Perry Field. The Falcons fell to the Zips
38-24. dropping their record to 1 -3.

Spikers sweep MAC foes
by Matt Schroder
sports writer

BG News/Brock Vlsnlch
Bowling Green's Sheri Fella bumps the ball while Linda Popovich avoids
contact in Saturday night's match against Kent State.

Maybe they should be passing out brooms at all home matches.
Including conference wins over Kent State and Toledo this weekend, the Bowling Green women's volleyball team has swept its last
four contests.
The team hasn't lost a single game since a Sept. 23 victory against
Southern Illinois.
The Golden Flashes invaded Anderson Arena on Saturday and
were outscored 45-15. It was the eighth straight win for the Falcons,
which pushed its record to 10-7 overall and 2-0 in the conference.
Kent falls to 10-5,0-2.
Head coach Denise Van De Walle said she saw some differences
between BG and KSU.
"Our ball handling skills were better than theirs today," she said.
"They also had trouble with their serve reception, and that makes it
hard to run your offense."
Conversely, BG had no problem running its offense as the Falcons
had a team hitting percentage of .333. Leading the team in kills were
sophomore middle hitters Tammy Schiller and Lisa Mika with 12
apiece.
"We are feeling much more confident now than we were before,"
Mika said. "Our communication is on a much higher level than it's
been in previous matches," she added.
The KSU match also allowed BG to get a monkey off their back.
Since the Falcons held a two game advantage over Michigan in a
match earlier in the season — only to lose in five games — the team
has tended to let down every time they win the first two games of a
match.
However, game three against Kent was anything but a letdown, as
BG roared to a 15-6 triumph. As a team, the Falcons posted a .419 hitting percentage with 15 kills and only three errors.
O See Spikers, page 7.

Harriers split with Redskins
by Chuck Toil
sports writer

After four straight seasons of
losses in dual meets to Miami
University, the men's cross
country team ran to a 22-37 victory Saturday in Oxford. Ohio.
The last time the men's team
defeated the Redskins was a
26-29 decision at home in 1984. In
those four losses, they lost by an
average of 14 points a meet,
which included a 19-36 thumping
at BG last season.
"I liked the way we attacked
Miami. By the two-and-a-halfmile mark, the race was over,"
head coach Sid Sink said. "We
had a plan and we followed it
perfectly."
The attacking style to which

Sink referred involved senior
Mike McKenna and junior Brian
Donnelly. They created a quick
pace early which only MU's top
runner, Eric Hatch, could
match.
Sink was then counting on his
middle pack of runners to beat
out MU's and secure the victory.
The plan worked to perfection.
Although Hatch pulled away
to a 19-second first-place finish
in a time of 31:39 in the 10,000
meters, McKenna and Donnelly
took second and third with times
of 31:58 and 32:16.
Then in one of their best group
efforts of the season, the middle
pack followed and took three of
the next four spots to secure the
victory.
"Both teams (men and
women) have to learn to run

together in their meets," Sink
said. "That's the biggest thing
we have to learn in the next two
weeks. Right now, we're running as individuals or pairs, not
as a team."
While the men broke their
streak of big losses to MU, the
women kept their string of close
defeats alive to the Redskins
with a 25-32 loss in the 5,000
meter run.
In their last three dual meets
against the MU, the women have
lost by slim margins of five
points.
"They followed their plan almost perfectly," Sink said.
"They had a little trouble in the
middle, and that turned out to be
the difference."
The Falcons were led by
senior Mary Louise Zurbuch,

who took second place despite
running her fastest time of the
year with a time of 18:16. The
Redskins' Sue Augustauskas finished first in 18:07.
"Mary pulled out early in the
first mile, running it 20 seconds
faster than anytime all year,"
Sink said.
Also running best times of the
year were freshman Cheri
Triner (18:40) and senior Missy
Ellers (18:46), who finished
fourth and fifth — giving the
Falcons three runners in the top
five.
But MU showed why it is one
of the better teams in the MidAmerican Conference by taking
the next four spots and dropping
the Falcons to 1-3 in the MAC, 2-4
overall.
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Booters' late goal
secures deadlock
against Marquette
by Mike Drafceruaott
flportftwrtier

The soccer team, winleas in three of Its last (our
couM not outscore their opposition again Saturday in a i-j,
overtime tie against Marquette UniverStyin Milwaukee, Wia. *
BG, which had not scored In its two preceding matche«, went
until 3:03 remaining in reguHrtrtn before hitting the back of the
net. It ended a Falcon scoring drought which was nearina six
hoars of game time in length.
With the tie. BG's record moves to 2-2-3 while the Warriors go
to 6-2-2.
Falcon head coach Gary Palmisano said the deadlock was a
bittersweet outcome.
"You step on the field with the attitude that you're going out
there to win,' "he said." A tie is not as good as a win, bnlWa tot
better than losing."
According to Palmisano BG had control of the match, working its offense for 20 shots on goal while allowing 16 Warrior
shots, most of which were not part of a sustained attack.
"Their offense was mostly counter attacks," the BG coach
said. "They had one thrust at a time and that was It."
One such thrust with 32:22 elapsed in the first half gave the
Warriors a 1-6 lead. On a long throw-in, the Falcon defense was
out of position and did not mark their players properly, Pataisano said. The result was an toabUity to dear fie baa out of the
box and an ensuing scramble in front of the net.
MU's Josh Norman got a good kick at the ball and put it past
Falcon keeper Mickey LoescW for the lead.
BG evened the score with its late-second half goal. Loescber
rted the ball down the right side, where forward Rob Martswas waiting. Martella passed the ball to junior Brian
Drought who had an open shot and beat MU keeper Dave Wolfe
for bis first goal of the season.
The Falcons had injury problems In the game, losing tricaptain Kyle Royer for the day in the first haB. During one sequence of plays, junior Andrew Arthurs and Martella went
down at different ends of the field. Both returned, but were net
playing at top form.
"The trainer was doing sprints between the two player* on
the field," Palmisano said.
^^
Nonetheless, Palmisano said the team continued to mate*
and gain experience.
"We've crossed the gammut," be said. "We've handled oarselves well, being down two goals at half (vs. Indiana) and
scoring a tyjng goal with three minutes left (vs. MU) '
"We have to hold the course and keep working to refine onr
"ie," he continued. "Maybe then we can turn some of feosa
and close games into wins."
QSeeBaeten,pa«a7.
IBM
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A's to shoot down Jays in playoffs
Mark

Hunte
brinker

Commentary
If headlines and highlights are
any indication, anyone associated with the American
League's representative in the
1989 World Series should be fitted for championship rings before the showdown even commences.
Although the Fall Classic between the American and
National leagues ultimately decides a champion, it would only
be fitting that the A.L. takes the
crown this season — a season in
which it has dominated
the
show- stopping comebacks,
milestones and newcomers.
The 42-year-old Nolan Ryan
continued to defy age as he
struck out his 5,000th batter in

The underdog Dodgers made
Tony LaRussa's clublook bad in
the 1988 World Series, while the
Dodgers left no doubt they were
lm^s team of destiny. Kirk Gibson's dramatics in the ninth inning of Game One set the tone
for the out-talented Dodgers, a
tone the Athletics could never
reverse.
Speaking of teams of destiny,
Toronto has shown signs of Just
that. The Blue Jays, rejuvenated after Gaston replaced the
controversial Jimy Williams,
won 89 games and are 74-49
under the new manager.

July. Frank Robinson brought
his Baltimore Orioles back to
prominence by winning 87
games after dropping a 107 in
1988. Cito Gaston took over team
turmoil in the Toronto Blue Jays
and turned them into a force,
while inevitably delaying
hockey season for portions of
Canada.
And the best could be yet to
come as the A.L. playoffs — featuring Gaston's Jays and the
Oakland Athletics — kick off tonight in the Oakland Alameda
Coliseum.
Historically, teams that survive a grueling 162 game season
invariably showcase great talent, and this year is no different.
But the best team doesn't always win, and this fact has been
proven time and time again.

After relinquishing a three
games to one lead to the Kansas
City Royals in the 1985 A.L.
playoffs, then redefining the
word choke in losing their final
seven games and in the process
the Eastern Division crown to
Detroit in 1987, the Jays are salivating for another chance at
fame.

If you're looking for some
underlying factors — reasons
other than talent why a team
holds an edge over another —
both Oakland and Toronto are
glaring with such characteristics.
For starters, the Athletics are
looking to heal the wounds inflicted by the Los Angeles Dodgers.

iCampus
Pollyeyes

While these motivators may
or may not come into play, the
big name players with Dig time
stats will come to play.
If someone would have told
Athletics' manager Tony LaRu-

ssa that his team would still be
playing in October despite
major injuries throughout the
season to Wally Weiss, Jose
Canseco, and Dennis Eckersley
— he probably would have suggested therapy.
But Carney Lansford batted
.336, veterans Dave Parker and
Rickey Henderson more than
Csd their own weight, and
k McGuire continued his
steady movement to superstar
status as he hit 33 home runs.
The pitching staff is solidly
anchored by 20-game winner
Dave Stewart, along with
19-game winners Mike Moore
and Storm Davis. More importantly, Eckersley rebounded to
save 33 games and Canseco is
back to full-strength as the Athletics shoot for their secondstraight A.L. Pennant.
When playing the big name
fame, however, one cairt leave
oronto out of the picture.
George Bell, troublemaker
turned team leader, led the
team in average (.297) and runs
batted in (104), while providing
many clutch hits down the

stretch when Fred McGriff, who
led the league in home runs with
36, slumped badly. Veteran
Lloyd Moseby led the squad with
24 steals while providing leadership.
The Jays possess a good supporting cast in Kelly Gruber,
Tony Fernandez, Mookie Wilson, and Nelson Liriano to help
carry portions of the workhorses' load. The pitching staff is
led by Dave Stieb, who recorded
17 wins, Tom Henke's 17 saves,
and John Cerutti's 3.07 earned
run average.
PREDICTION: Both teams
have a bitter taste from recent
postseason's past, and this
should make for an extraintense series, while posing a
situation where the aggresive
Athletics should take advantage. The regulars are solid and
the pitching staff steady, and the
presence of Canseco and Eckersley doesn't hurt either. The
Blue Jays could indeed be a
team of destiny, but the Athletics just might be good enough to
stop the wave before it begins.
Oakland in six, but not an easy
six by any means.

LIVE ENTEKTAINMINT

"A Gathering Place"

352-9638 or 354-0056
Free Delivery
(Minimum of »3.50)

open 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m. Sun. - Wed.
open 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 a.m. Thurs. - Sat.
Slices of Pizza Available For Delivery '1.50

DAILY FOOD SPECIALS
OVER 80 IMPORTED BEERS
IMPORTS OF THE WEEK
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT WITH
JAMIE & JOE
OCTOBER SPECIAL
Small Cheese Pizza Only $1.99
(inside only)

440 E. Court

w/purchase of a Pasta Dinner

I

I

Any 1 Item
10" Pan Pizza
For'3.00

FREE
>/2 GARLIC BREAD
with Cheese

Pollyeyes Pizza
FREE DELIVERY

coupon expires 10/30/89

Pollyeyes Pizza
FREE DELIVERY
coupon expires 10/30/89

The Bowling Green golf
team fell seven shots short
in its bid to win the Wright
State Fall Invitational,
Monday at Cassel Hills
Golf Course.
The Falcons' team total
of 302 was bettered only by
the host team, which
toured the par-71 course in
a team total of 295,11 over
par. The rest of the field
included Xavier in third6lace with 314 followed by
hio Wesleyan (315),
Franklin College (316),
Dayton (322), Bellarmine
(326) and Wittenberg
(334).
Junior Tim Goeller carded a two-over, 73, to earn
low honors for the Falcons
and tie for fourth in the
tournament with David
Pashko from Wright State.
Steve Nelson from Franklin find.) took top individual honors with a twounder, 70.
BG freshman Kyle Henzel had another strong outing shooting at 74, while
junior Bill Lehman, playing in his first collegiate
tournament, was two shots
back of Henzel with a 76.
Sophomore Wayne Mueller
had a 79 and sophomore
Paul Green carded an 82 to
round out the Falcon scoring.
BG will be back in action
this weekend as they travel
to Richmond, Ken. for the
Colonel Classic hosted by
Eastern Kentucky. The
54-hoIe tournament will be
played Saturday and Sunday, while the women will
travel to Ohio State to participate in the Lady Buckeye Invitational.

OVER 80 IMPORTED BEEKS • GAKI.IC BKEAD • SALADS
Buy Burrito get Nacho
| w/ cheese for only T.00

Golfers
finish
second

I

Pollyeyes Pizza
! FREE DELIVERY
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THE BICENTENNIAL OF THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION
October 3-3

BG'sTANAND

FRENCH REVOLUTION
NAPOLEONIC ERA
WORDS OF FIRE, DEEDS
OF BLOOD

FITNESS CENTER
Proudly Presents

A CRITICAL DICTIONARY OF
THE FRENCH REVOLUTION
|THE COMINO OF THE
|FRENCH REVOLUTION
I OXFORD HISTORY OF THE
I FRENCH REVOLLUTION

a seminar by
O.J. Smith Former Mr. America

j TWELVE WHO RULED
[NAPOLEON AND HITLER

(University Bookstore

When: Sun. Oct. 8
Time:

4-6 PM

FREE TICKETS
AVAILABLE
• Receive Discounts
On GYM
Memberships
And Supplements

[Hours: Mon.-Fn. 8:00-5:00
Sit 9:00-5:00
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The Seminar will focus on nutrition,
supplements and overall athletic performance.
Also speaking will be Dr. Jim Smith and Mike
Eberly - over 50 years combined experience
Limited seating available, so stop in and pick
up your FREE Tickets!

127 S. Main St.

352 TANS or 352-8267

Accepting applications for pilots now.
Call collect 313-973-7070/7501.
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by Don Hensley
sports editor

"Holmes had a concussion in the game
against Central," BG head coach Moe Ankney
said. "Mike was dressed and could have played,
but Dave was playing so well, we didn't need to
take him out.
Bielinski's first interception came on Akron's
second possession of the game with the Zips on
the move. It was second-and-eight from the Zip
48 when he picked off Akron quarterback Mike
Johnson's pass at the Falcon 26.

When opportunity knocks you had better answer.
Especially if you're a redshirt freshman playing in your first football game as a Falcon.
Dave Bielinski did more
than just answer the knocks in
Saturday night's 38-24 loss to
Akron, he initiated them.
After finding out the Thursday before the game that he
:
would get the start for the injured free safety Mike Holmes, Bielinski responded by
grabbing two interceptions

The second interception came just minutes
into the second quarter when he stepped in front
of another Johnson pass at the BG 47.
"I was a little nervous before the game," Bielinski said. "I've learned a lot from Mike and
my job is to come in when Mike's hurt and do
the job."

interception because we needed to stop their
offense because we weren't moving the ball at
the time," he said. "But it didn't feel that good
because we still lost the game."
Bielinski (6-3,195) wasn't totally new to playing, however. Last week he was pressed into action and played well when Holmes went down
with an injury.
But there was still some question as to who
would get the nod for the Zip contest.

Although Bielinski played well for the Falcons, that isn't always good news. Afterall, the
North Royalton, Ohio native was fourth on the
team in tackles out of his free safety position,
which means the Akron running backs were
getting into the Falcon secondary. "He played
well with the two interceptions, but he also
made a helluva lot of tackles," Ankney said.
"But, I'm not at all surprised he played well.
He's a redshirt freshman and he's going to be a
good player for us."

FS

■^<^iTbgnlnetacHe«.
i ii„.ki
"It felt good to get the B e

Spikers

"We were intimidated out
there and we went away from
our game plan," she said.

□ Continued from page 5.
"We really put the pressure on
them [in game three)," Van De
Walle said. "They made quite a
few errors, and they didn't really fight when their backs were
up against the wall," she added.

Future home night games at
Bowling Green are in question,
despite the fact Saturday's
contest was the fourth-highest
attended of all time.
The Falcons's 38-24 loss to Akron at Doyt Perry Field was
watched by 25,057 fans, but associate athletic director Phil
Goldstein said a larger crowd
was expected.
"We re not sure if we'll have
night games based on what we
had" in attendance, he said.
"We might possibly try to do
some kind of study —even then
I'm not sure we could come up
with a consensus opinion.
"It would depend on how well
the team is doing and with losing

: 1 Continued from page 5.
The Falcons will attempt to
break their winless streak today
as they battle the the University
of Detroit for a match in the
Motor City beginning at 3:30
p.m.

(against Akron), they might not
want to come back out."
The lights were rented for
$45,000 from the Musco Mobile
Lighting Company in Oskaloosa,
Iowa.
Goldstein said he won't know
until later this week whether the
athletic department will break
even.
Money also will be a fact* • in
playing another home night
game, he said.
"My gut reaction is that if we
lost money, it would be hard to
justify doing it again in the future," Goldstein said. "It's not
going to be a quick decision.
We'll certainly know by the end
of football season."

The game will be played at
Notre Dame High School in
Harper Woods, Mich, because of
damage to the Detroit field
caused by eariy-season games
played while the turf was
soaked.
BG has defeated the Titans
(1-8) twice in as many attempts,
including a 4-1 victory last
season.
Still, PaLmisano said his team
cannot look past Detroit and expect to win.
"We can't focus on their record — if we have that approach
it could be a long game," he
said.

J@ FALCON FEVER! CATCH IT! <?

Rocket head coach Karen Kelley didn't think her team played
up to their potential.

Honey. 1 Shrunk the Kids
2 00 and 4:00

• t ■ T 1S ■ 9 30
Sal » 16 >30
Sun t IS 930

3rd Big Week

ROBIN

Scheduled carrier I Book anytime!
Abovetare 1/zround-tnplromChicago.
Some restrictions apply On-the-spot
railpasses. Inn Student I D , youth hostel
passes, work and study abroad
programs Call lor more info * FREE
Student Travel Catalog

1 4S
1 45

WILLIAMS

He was their inspiration. He nude their lives extraordinjiy.

The players know what they
have to do to correct the problem.
"We have the desire to get
past that (third game letdown)," senior Karin Turain
said. "We're aware of it, and
against Kent we just nipped it in
the bud," she added.
The same cannot be said for
UT on Friday night. The Rockets also found themselves down
two games to none to BG, but
jumped out to a 12-6 lead in
game three.

CRAB RACES

831 Foslei Si
EvanslonIL 60201
312 475 5070

*

Enjoy Good Living in '89 with

^GITCHY! .... GITCHY! .... GITCHY!!!*
±
w

ENTER TUESDAY AT THE
TO WIN:

3 Entry Form

However, a furious rally by
the Falcons resulted in a 16-14
win.
Turain and Schiller turned in
standout performances in the
match, with 10 and 11 kills, respectively. Turain's hitting percentage was .529.

Countintaid

DEAD POETS SOCIETY
*

9 ft 12 month Leases Available

ttBanlMMfr Crab Reoas

PIEDMONT APTS.

354-2608

yL Name
J Address
Phone
T^
NO PURCHASE BEOUiRED - nuST BE PRESEN' '0 w N

US/
i .
|^

******************
• SCHOLARSHIP • CITIZENSHIP • PARTICIPATION • LEADERSHIP •

jPcxgllQl's

.

ATTENTION
SENIORS!

■George's special racoSut>,|
■ German [X-li«hi WHciariun.S
! \i(ini\ Hawaiian Punch,
■> Regular, Pizza, Turkey

835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
900 - 4:30

Phone 352-9378
Enter Tuesday Nighl at

828 S. Main

| You choose the Sub - We'll fill ihe Mug |

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

DOWNTOWN jL.

Win a 3 foot Giant Sub from
Subway Sandwiches & Salads

\

BIRCHWOOO PLACE 650 SIXTH ST.
PARTY ROOM FOR RENT

Monday - Friday

Features
2 bedroom - 1 M baths
Furnished - wall to wall carpeting
Extra large closets - linen closet
Gas heat and cooking
Laundry areas in each building
Patio area - grills available
Sound-conditioned interior

All residents will have membership privilages to Cherrywood Health Spa
Complete facilities lor men and women
• Hydro - Spa Whirlpool
e Metro Sauna
• Complete Exercise Equipment

• Indoor Heated Pool
• New Weight Equipment
• Tanning Booth Available

Pick Up Nomination Forms
for

WHO'S WHO

+ 1X
B—

l_

ac

-ragtwi s

Mug ■

Now Available At
405 Student Services
Nominate Yourself or a Friend!!!

Filled 16 oz. collector's!
MUG

,

■945 South Main
, w,
■
lor only
| FREE DELIVERY DAILY j- -.-.

■
■
|

m

.

with this coupon

■352-7571 **m»*t*
uno

uno

THE BROTHERS OF ZETA BETA TAU
ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THE

AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN
UNIVERSITIES & COLLEGES

To your door or in the store

1989 NEW INITIATES

NOMINATION DEADLINEMonday 10/16/89
• SCHOLARSHIP • CITIZENSHIP • PARTICIPATION • LEADERSHIP •

uno

uno

uno

uno

uno

uno

uno

uno

- MOVI€S Thursday. October 5
North by Northwest
9 pm.
210 MSC

October 29. 30

s
November 1

*********
*
it
•
ii

B'Dozzle Friday. October 16
9 p.m.
The Falcon's Nest

A gome of

*
*
•
*

general knowledge
For more Information
coll the UflO office
at 372-2343

*********

MAJOR l€RGU€
Friday S> Satuday
October 6,7
p m. 10 p.m. Si Midnight
210 MSC
$1.50 admission

un<

uno

Paul Disantis

Greg McCoy
Jeff Merhige
Mark Rush
Phil Snyder

Eric Eddy
Dave Englander
Tim Fitzgerald
C. J. Gedeon

Dave Stefanich
Greg Stinson
Steve Stone
Jeff Taylor

Pat Holmes
uno

uno

uno

uno

uno

uno

unc

Doug Lukcso
Jody Mayer

Chris Burson
Todd Campbell
Dave Cauper
Nico Cottone
Rich Czech

Craig Gulbransen
Chuck Hains

- MOVI€S uno

7

Booters-

Future of night
games up in air

Bielinski capitalizes
on first Falcon start

October 3,19t9

Tom Hughes
Andy Hulefeld
Jerry Kovatch
Andy Kutcha
Tom Lane

Mike Teets
Mark Weisfeld
Jason Wise

|

THE BG NEWS
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BO News

Classifieds

October 3,1989

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES
Campus Recruitment Calendar f 2
For T ha Week i of
October 16 A October 23
Schedullng On-Catnpu•
Interview A ppolntments
The first day of signups for interviews during
the period ol October 16 through October 27.
1989 wfl be held on Wednesday. October 4th
at 4 p m m the Grand BatToom University
Unron (Advanced Job Hunters StgnUps will be
held at 3 30 p m i There will be no Education
S-gn-upS during this recruiting period All registrants must have a First Choice Interview Card
to participate m the first day of signups After
the first day students and Alumni may sign-up
tor interviews >rom 8am to 5 p m at the University Placement Services. 360 Student Set
vices Building
A Data Sheet must be submitted lor eachlrv
terview scheduled at the time ol sign-up.
Cancellation ol Interview Appointments
Cancellation ol an interview must be reported m
person to the University Placement Services no
later than 5pm one week (7 full days) before
the Interview day Complete a cancellation card
m me Signup Room ol the Placement Office
Canceiations alter this time will be considered
a no-show You are encouraged to careluKy
consider employers before signing up for interviews
No Show Policy: Failure to appear for a scheduled interview or violation ol the canceaation
policy will result m immediate suspension of
your sign-up privileges tor the next recruiting
period H you did not honor yourscheduled interview, you are required to write a letter of apology to the employer tor missing the interview.
bring the letter with an addressed, stamped envelope and meet with a Placement Counselor
before scheduling any additional interviews
Any student who no-shows" twice will be denied interviewing privileges for the remainder ol
'i■■ ■) ■dfwnpi .«•.!'
Notice on Citizenship Requirements: An
asterisk (*( following an organizational name
denotes specific requirements regarding work
status m the United States Please review these
requirements carefully Only those organizations with an asterisk f) win interview candidates with a student visa Students who do not
meet the work status requirements are encouraged to sign-up on the waiting list
Spotlight Presentations: Spotlight presentations offer valuable information about career
paths, detailed position responsibilities and organizational philosophy At students scheduling
nterviews are strongly encouraged to attend
appropriate Spotlights Spotlight presentations
are usually held in the Taft Room m the University Union at 6pm or 7 30 p m Occasionally
spotlights are held In the University Placement
Services oflice To enter the Student Services
Building m the evening, you must use the second floor patio entrance Please consult the
calendar for appropriate dates, times and locations
Additional Placement Services:There are important services available to you at the University Placement Services Please note that not all
organizations and companies regularly recruit
on college campuses The list below generally
rettects the high demand areas in the world of
work Don't become discouraged if your career
field * not requested To assist you in conducing an assertive job search, the Unverslty
Placemen! Services provides career and
placement counseling, credential services, job
search workshops, professional development
seminars career fairs and an alumni Falcon
Network The excellent Center for Career Resources offers you career and employer information and current rob vacancies in ALL career
fields Placement Counselors directly refer registered students to employers in their desired
career fields insure your access to these services by registering with the University Placement Services m your final year at Bowling
Green State University

"Women m Communications. Inc *'
Amy MaraeAs from Toledo Ch 11 News wM be
our guest speaker. Wednesday. Oct 4 at 7 30
pm vi 400 Moseley Come A learn about
Broadcast News "AJ dues need to be turned
In at the meeting
" WICI " WICI " WrCI ' WICI * WICI '

Monday. October IS
Bank One Daylon NA
Dayton Power A ught Co
IDS Financial Service
Lubkn. Susaman. Rosenberg
and De/nrauer
Pizza Hut
State Chemical Manufacturing
State Farm Insurance
Stouffer Foods Corp
W*am Vaughan Company

Attention Al Education Majors
ACE Meeting
Thurs .Oct 5. 7pm. 218Education
Touring Curriculum Library

Tuesday, October 17
Champion International Corp
Couiecos Brennan a Associates
Economy Fire & Casuakty
-Drv of Kemper Insurance
Ford Motor Company
Frito-Lay. Inc.
K Mart Apparel
Motorola. Inc G E G Dfv.
Roadway Express
Unisys Corporation

ATTENTION SENIORS!!!
Nominations are now being accepted for
WHO S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERlCAN UNIVERSITIES AND COL
LEGES Application forms are now available m
Office ot Student Activities and Orientation
Room 405 of the Student Services buadmg
Deadline: Monday October 16 by
5 OOpmNominale yourself or a friend'
ATTN. PSYCH MAJORS
What can U do with your degree without going
to grad School? FIND OUT TONIGHT al
IhePSICHI/UPA Meeting 8 00 It RM 101
psych There will be speakers'

Wednesday, October 18
Electronic Data Systems
E ftJ GaBoWinery
Lazarus Dept Stores
Lazarus. Distribution Center
Management Science America
McDonnell Douglas Corp
NCR Corporation
Roadway Express

CAMPUS DEMOCRATS
Meeting Tues 3 at 7 30 PM
Place 209 E Everslbehind Ridge School)
For more info Cal Jim at 352-0824

Thursday, October 19
Coopers & Lybrand
Eli Lity 4 Company
Lazarus Dept Stores
Lutheran Volunteer Corps
Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals
NOxeN Corporation
Wal-Mart Stores. Inc

ENTER THE SPIRITUAL REALM
Join Otfenhauer Towers In Welcoming:
THORN A THE WITCH
Palm Reading, Tarot Cards, Regression Hypnosis
October 4lh. 9:00p.m.
ALL ARE INVITED

Friday, October 20
Coopers a Lybrand
Ernst A Young
National City Corp

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOC.
- formal meeting •
Where: McFall Center-Assembly Room
When: October 3rd at 7:30pm
Speaker: Ron Ranallo-Senlor AnslysfrTrlnova
* DRESS FOR SUCCESS *
A PERSONAL INVESTMENT

Monday, October 23
American Management Systems
Colgate-Palmolive Company
Dept of Defense. Inspector General
Ford Motor Company
Marathon Oil Company
Pizza Hut
Red Roof Inns
Srak Financial Services

FMA•FMA FAM
Fashion Merchandising Association
Meeting October 4 th
8pm McFa" Assembly Room

Tuesday. October 24
Ames Dept Stores. Inc
Aratex Services
Boy Scouts of America
CompuServe. Inc
GTE Government Systems Corp
Hills Dept Stores
4.0F Glass Company
Mutual of Omaha
Perry Corporation
State Farm Insurance

FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE NOW
CARRIES
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.
BARRONS AND NAT L BUSINESS EM
PLOYMENT WEEKLY
IN ADDITION TO
THE USA TODAY

Wednesday, October 25
Awlron
Aratex Services
R R Donnetey and Sons Co
Fishers Big Wheel
Foxmoor Speciality Stores
GE Aircraft Engines
BF Goodrich
HiasDept Stores
Perry Corporation
Proctor and Gamble
Society Corp.(Bank)
Susies Casuals

IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN DECEMBER 16. 1969 COMMENCEMENT CEREMON
IES. YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST
BE PLACED BY NOVEMBER 1. 1989
PLEASE PLACE YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT
COUNTER IN THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
OR BY PHONING 372-2851 IF YOUR ORDER
IS PHONED IN. YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW
YOUR CAP SIZE

Thursday, October 20
American Greetings Corp
Cardinal Federal Savings Bank
Crowe. ChizekftCo
The Gap
Honda of America
Proctor and Gamble
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp

The BGSU Peace Coalition has invited Donna
Warren to speak on the icreasmg problem of
homelessness. Tues Oct 3 at 7 30pm in 121
West HaJ Following the speech, at 10 30pm.
students will meet to spend the night sleeping
on the ground outside of Congressman GiDmor's office ■> solidarity with the homeless to
encourage the passage ol legislation for combatting the problems ol the homeless All are invited to participate

PSO * Progressive Student Organization' PSO
Meeting tonight 9 30pm at UCF (Thursttn A
Ridge) Become involved and take action AJ
are welcomed.

Friday, October 27
American Greetings Corp
Bureau of Labor Statistics
Elder Beerman Stores
Federal Bureau of investigation
James River Corporation
Northcoast Business Systems. Inc

World Student Association is taking volunteers lor its newly lormed Speaker s Bureau
Int'l students wiing to share their cultures with
others. Contact Mala at 352-5984 (8-11PM)
or sign-up at Int'l. Lounge. 411 South Hall Mon
S Thurs (2.30-4 30pm|

LOST & FOUND

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

Lost Woman's Blue faced watch with a blue
leather band Reward Please call 372-5309 or

* B G S.U '
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
WANT TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT HUMAN
RIGHTS?
FIRST MEETING WEDNESDAY. OCT 4.
IN 203 HAYES HALL
EVERYONE WELCOME"
FOR MORE INFO . CALL SARAH AT

372 5409
REWARD * REWARD * REWARD ' REWARD
Lost In Union 3rd Floor Men's room: Grey
micro-disc Box with all of my homework on
the discs. $150.00 Reward, no questions, David Love 352-2224.

353-3095
• Hoapltallty Management Society *
Meeting-Tonight at 7 30-BAA 1008
Speaker • Richard Nachazel - Exec Dir
Toledo's Travel and Tourism
New Members Welcome'

SERVICES OFFERED
of

A TO Z DATA CENTER * 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal Ex
press. Typing. Resumes. FAX. Copies
Abortion. Morning After Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Choice
Center for Choice II
Toledo, OH 255-7769

' STUDENT SOCIOLOGY ASSOCIATION "
General Meeting
TueaOct 3 7 00 pm

207 Williams
Bnng your ideas for group activities
ARE YOU FEELING "WELL"?
FREE COMPUTERIZED LIFESTYLE ASSESSMENT
STUDENT WELLNESS CENTER
REC CENTER OFFICE HRS 4-»PM M-R

CAR TROUBLE?
Don't call Them Call me
Jumpstarts and tires changed
minor repairs
Reasonable rates
CalJoe372-1493

CAMPUS TANNING CLUB
Will help you keep that summer tan !

1 1 visits only $20*00
»

352-7889

OPEN: SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
HOURS: Monday thru Thursday 10:00am - 9pm
Friday until 5:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday 11:00am - 4pm

BECKS NIGHT AT POLLEYES
CELEBRATE OKTOBERFEST

FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
NOW CARRIES
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.
BARRONS AND
NAT'L BUSINESS EMPLOYMENT WKLY
IN ADDITION TO
THE USA TODAY

Come to the Student Weilness Center Today
'peer advising 'referrals -speaker and presentation Into. -Lifestyle assessments* Office Hours: Health Center (2nd Floor).
1 I im-4pm M-R. Roc Center 44pm M-R

LASERPRINT/WORD PROCESSING
Term papers. Reports. Thesis. Resumes's
SI 25 PAGE CALL 353 5170

Location: Behind Dairy Man (across from Dairy Queen)

One FREE tanning session with a
purchase of any package with this coupon.
I
Offer expires Oct. 15
I

1 Female nonsmoking roommate needed to
stare 1 bedroom Village Green Apt Call Keren
81354 8624
1 female roommate needed to share 2 bedroom
apt with 3 females (all and or spring semester
Close to campus
Call 354-4855 or
353-6030
t male r>on smoking roommate needed lor
spring sem-90 Call 354-3199

FREE LUNCH!
WBOU 98.1 FM

SEWING REPAIRS
Bookbags leather and nylon
354-6834

December graduate seeking a female roommate to take my place for Spring Semester
Fum apt ft laundry Cal 354-5633.

FREE LUNCH!
WBGU 88.1 FM

Someone cares about you and
your pregnancy concerns at
BG PREGNANCY CENTER
CBII354HOPE
For «ifo on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supportive services

FREE LUNCH!
WBOU 88.1 FM

Help' I'm graduating in December and need a
female rmt to take my place lor Spring semester Fum apt 15-10 mm from campus Air
cond . laundry, ft pool Call 354-5355

FREE LUNCH!
WBGU 88.1 FM

WANTED Male roommate needed for school
year Can 353 7994

Typing
St 35 per page
354-0371

FREE LUNCH!
WBGU 88.1 FM

Wanted willing to pay $75 for a coupon book
352-3988

PERSONALS

GAMMA PHI BETA EXEC and CABINET
We appreciate al your hard work and extra
efforts in making this year the best'Love m
TTKE Krista and Suzy

HAPPY HOURSI

GAMMA PHI BETA/FIJI
"FREEZE-FRAME'
Details to come

4-7 pm Thursday. Sept 28
UPTOWN t»"a and refreshments
Sponsored by Purchasing Club/APtCS

Gamma Phi Beta
Little Kris and Pseudo-Little Joyce Lets do
Dairy Queen (on me) I love you Guys'
Love. Big Rita
Gamma Phi Beta

• * DIANNE • •
HAPPY 2IST BIRTHDAYIII
YOU ARE THE BEST!
I LOVE YOU,
ANN
• • • COMING SOONt ■ • •
EXPO 1989: An Investment In the Future
Tuesday, October 10,1999 2:30 - 9:00
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, University Union
Sponsored by
University Placement Services
■ • • UAA EXTERN EXPERIENCE • • ■
Students who want to gain valuable experience
n their working fields and meet prospective
employers How? By participating in the January Externship Jan 2-5 1990 Applications
are available m the College Offices and at the
Mdeli Alumni Center For more inlormatlon Cal
2-2701
• AGO• AGD" AGO•
ROSE
Quesa. Quess, Guess If you can??!!
I'm sure you'll have to come up
with a plan
Because I know you can't wait.
To find out your BIG Is first rate.
Love, Your Big.
Club VI: I am an Education Mafor. (that helps
a lot. Most of the house is).
• AND! "QHANDI"
Look out Howard's. Here
Stum la 21" WE LOVE
Theresa. NoeHe. & PamP S
finally catch up with your I D

STURT2 •
she comes Andi
YOU. BABY Love
Aren't you glad to
'

* DZ * DZ * 0Z * DZ
'Lil Michele Snyder1
The hunt has begunThis is so eMCHing* *
Have a Great Day"
I love my little'
DZLove.
Your Big???
• DZ • DZ • DZ • DZ

' Hospitality Management Society Meeting Tonight al 7 30-BAA1008
Speaker • Richard Nachazel • Exec Dir
Toledo's Travel and Tourism
New Members Welcome1

Girl from Pittsburgh is desperately seeking attractive gentleman that helped her al Sohio
Station on Sept I b Ploase respond promptly
0000 DANCER!!
Great for any kind of party
Sensual entertainment but respectable
For more information cal 353-9035
GRAB A GIRL TONIGHT
ST PAUL! NIGHT AT POLLEYES

•••PIKapps***
PUSH week is here!
Lets make it the best'
Good Luck 1
Love. Tern
• • • USG • • •
Is Bowling Green Water Really Sale?
Find Out The Feels
October 4. 7 30pm 1007 Bus Ad Bkjg
• • • USG • • •
Is Bowling Green Water Really Sale?
Find Out the Facts...
October 4. 7 30pm 1007 Bus Ad Bldg
Adoption Hapc-ly married couple ot 14 yrs. We
promise your child a loving home and financial
security Devoted stay at home mom, caring
dad and one big slater All medical a Legal expenses paid Cal cosed (419) 822-9288
AGO MELISSA MINOTTI A0D
MY LITTLE IS AWESOME
AND CUTE AS CAN BE
I LOVE YOU LOTS
THAIS CLUE NUMBER THREE'
LOVE. YOUR BIG
AGD MOLLY HACKER AGO
Your Big Is watching
Can't wait til Friday
I'm so proud of you
I LOVE MY UTTUi!
Alpha Phi Alpha Phi Alpha Phi Alpha PM
Beth. Kris. Lori. Christine. Franoay and Angela
Thank you lor baking cookies tor Panhei' Alpha
Phi Love a Mine Susan
Alpha Phi Alpha Phi Aloha Phi Alpha Phi

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Sweetest Day Flower Sale
Mon Oct 2 ■ Frl Oct 6
Math Science Bldg . 10.30am-2.30pm
We will deliver (lowers anywhere
on campus Fn Oct 20
ORDER YOUR FLOWERS TOOAYIIII
Alpha XI Delta
2nd Highest Chapter Active O.P.A.
2nd Highest Total Chapter 0.P.A.
1 at most improved Chapter
Congratulations everyone! Keep up the GREAT
WORK and well do even batten Alpha XI Doha
ATTENTION
Barbara Degnino turned 21 yesterday!
Give her a cal and wish her a Happy
Birthday (354-41791 Happy 21st B-Dey Barb!I
Love.
Roomies and Neighbors

Experienced farm boy for Fall harvest with in 3
milesofBG Call 686 4651
EXTRA INCOME Sen sexy lingerie Irom funcolor catalogs Write Barclays. Box 23405.
Waco, TX 76702
Fraternities, sororities, campus organizations,
highly motivated individuals • travel free plus
earn up to $3000 sponsonng trips Student
Cruise Cancun - South Padre island Colorado
Ski J -800-258 9191
LANDSCAPE LABOR NEEDED
Apply PO Box 655
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Looking for a PT student for experience under a
LPT some weekday afternoons It interested
call 385-5639 Leave a message it mere is no
answer

Yogurt Oasis now taking applications for part ft
tun time help Applications being taken Tues
Oct 3 4*7 pm at 524 E Wooster St Great
working atmosphere and food

HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY
• • • STEPHANIE FRYE • • ■
HAVE FUN' - SUZANNE

FOR SALE
How would you like to have an Internship In
your Held In Washington DC? Internships are
available for all majors, housing Is provided.
Come to an Intormallon meeting at 4:00 on
Thursday, October 5,1989 In 105 South Hall.
Cooperative Education, 239 Admin.,
8TT-1491.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE FRATERNITY
ICE HOCKEY - OCTOBER 2: WOMEN'S
BOWUNG OCTOBER 10; COED DOUBLES
RACOUETBALL ■ OCTOBER 11
INTRAMURALS
WRESTLING OFFICIALS
NEEDED PICK UP REFERRAL IN STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE AND APPLY IN 108
SRC BEFORE OCTOBER 30TH

1980 Chevy Manza Very sharp w. 383 Cu in.
430 H P Chevy Motor. Cragars Sunroof.
Stereo. $2800 Call 353 4397
1983 Mazda GLC Custom L 4-dr Sedan m
good cond 5 SpO AC. AM FM Cuss no rust
Call 352-2799 and Leave message on recorder
1986 Chevy Cavalier
PS P B . clean. 57.000 mRes
$3,900 - 352-5970 Must Sell
1989 S 10 pick-up. red 5 spd; 4 cyl 7000 mi
$8500 on take over payments plus $1000
37 2-5556
Cosma 35mm SLR camera w 50mm lens ft
acces $115 00 Nikon lens 50mm Fl 8 $50
135mm F2 8 $100 00 50mm Fl 4. $150
Nikon 35mm SLR camera IFG) is also avail Can
353 7427

RE-ELECT POND
POND
POND

■ • • PI KAPPS • • •
Congrats to new pledges and new initiates Get
psyched (or a great yearl Love. Tern

Babysitter needed with own transportation
Either Tues , Wed or Thurs morns or Mon &
Wed afternoons Exp prel Cal 353-2969

WEEBE KIDS is now hinng for part-time daycare workers Call to set up interview
353-7393 or 354-2147

HAPPY 21STB-DAY
JOOI STUDZINSKI
LOVE, MARK

IT'S ALMOST THAT TIME AGAIN

of

HELP WANTED

COOK NEEDED
Apply at Sam 8's
146N Mam St
2 4pm

GAMMA PHI BETA FRAN MAYFIELD
Thanks for everything you've done lor us' you're the greetest'Love in TTKE. Knsta and Suzy

Alpha Phi pledges love forget-me-nots
Alpha Phi tor get -me-nots are #1
Alpha Phi forget-me-nots are # 1
Alpha Phi I or gel me nots are * 1
Alpha Phlpiedges Love forget-me-nots

e Wolff Beds - Stereo
e Air Conditioning e
e Private Rooms e
e Towel Service e

CW a Matrix would like to congratulate Al
pna Gam Mlcheie Martin and Phi Psi Jo Skutt
on their recent sweatshtrting

WANTED

JAUMN. JILL. MISSY 8 KRIS
You guys are the greatest' Thanx lor putting up
with my "He! Week'' I know I talked your ears
off but I appreciate al the advice Love
ya.MARIA
LADIES
COME SEE WHAT THESE MEN CAN DO
AT THE ANNUAL MALE REVIEW I
7:30 WEDNESDAY NIGHT AT UPTOWN
Local Company needs part-time co-op (or statistical assistant Will consider any major with
appropiate background
Call Carol at
372-2452 or atop by the Co-op Office in 238
Admin Bldg
PI Kappa Alpha STEVE Pi Kappa Alpha
I'm glad we're (many getting it together this
yeeri I promise this time I won't leave you sitting
si Mark's. Love ya, I laathei.
POWER 88
YOUR ONLY ALTERNATIVE FOR SOUL RAP
AND YOUR FAVORITE DANCE MUSIC
WBGU88 I MON-FRI8-10PM
POWER 88

Epiphone 1 2 string guitar
like new ' $ 1 75 or trade

353-7868
For Sale 1985 Ford Escort GT Five speed.
AC. AM/FM cassette
$3200 00 Call

352-0760
For Sale a pair of brand new Liguid Cooled
Acoustic speaking with built in equalizer Retail
for$40Qwnit4>lfor$350ne^ Enc 354-4553
MUST SELL"
Coupon Book $85 00 negotiable
Call Kevin 372-3378
Must Sen'
1980 Volkswagen Jena, $400 00 or b o
Phono372-2861 AskforJohn
POOL TABLE
(BAR SIZE)
Bans, sticks ft new fell

353-5654

FOR RENT
Students Creating
Real Enthusiasm snd Motivation

2 bedroom unfurnished apartment available
now
Village Green Apartments
Call
354-3533

LOGO STILL NEEDED!!
8100.00 prize for winning design
Submit to 405 Student Services
by 5PM on Thursday, October 5th

Nearly new large 2 bdrm, 1 1/2 baths, unfum
apt Stove, refrig ft dishwasher included. Available now starting at $410 month
Can John Newlove Reel Estate 3542280

Sign up NOW at the Student Activities and
Orientation Office for the October 7 Ptayiair
Leadership Conlerencel Participation is limited
to the first 100 registrants

Wlnthrop Terrace Apartments are now taking
applications (or our efficiency apartments tor
the current and spring semesters leases Three
great locations, heat included, maintenance,
laundry, etc Can at 352-9135 or come to 400
Napoleon Rd

SPRING BREAK - * Deluxe "student only'' 5 nt
cruise Irom Temps to Caribbean (icludes si
meata) Irom $449"* Cancun w air - 7 nts
$299 $549 * * South Padre Island Condoa - 7
nights from $139 ** Book now- space very kmHed 1-800-258-9191
SWEATSHIRT
SWEATSHIRT
SWEATSHIRT

MANIA NOW AT
KINO
MANIA NOW AT
KING
MANIA NOW AT
KING

BURGER
BURGER
BURGER

T SHIRTS T-SHIRTS T-SHIRTS
PI KAPPA PHI RUSH SHIRTS
ON SALE IN THE UNION OVAL
ALL WEEK ONLY 7 DOLLARS!'
TDK makes SONY run in test forward
TDKrnakee SONY run in fast torward
TDK makesSON Y run in last forward
TDK makes SONY run in fast forward
TDK makes SONYrun In last forward
VOTE POND
POND
POND
WATCH YOUR FAVORITE TEAM
ON OUR TV WITH A SATELLITE DISH
QUARTERS CAFE
YOBTEPHO
Howz II feel to be legal? Just remember it's a
WILD WORLD Happy 21 St Birthday Love,
Your Roomie
Guess Which one

FOR THE
POWER.
TEACH.
FOR THE
LATEST IN
BOTH
LOCAL
AND
CAMPUS
CRIME,
CHECK
OUT THE
BG NEWS
BLOTTER.

